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Two Olympians are matched in a media campaign that turns into something more than a game. Rio Games silver medalist and social media
darling CORA “JADE” ANDERSON is approached by a popular cell phone company to launch a flirty but fake media campaign with ice
hockey star DAVIS ELLIOTT. When things get off to a rocky start, Cora and Davis both wonder what they’ve gotten into and how they’ll get
through the months until the Korean games. It’s not long until things start to warm up between the athletes and soon this fake romance
becomes something much more real. Cora knows just how to work social media and engage her fans, and as the world watches and interacts
with them, their love grows. When Davis is selected for Team USA, the opposition starts. As a Korean American, he’s already facing odds
Cora can never comprehend, but he takes his frustration at the racism to the ice and lets the puck take the beating. Things come to a head
just weeks before the games begin. Can Davis and Cora’s very public relationship survive the aftermath of a very public confrontation, or are
they going to have to let their love go when the Olympic flame is extinguished at the closing ceremonies?
Scorned, penniless, and pregnant, Alex must fight for faith, family, and love. Alexandra Fisher and Jonathan Dixon meet in a honky-tonk
outside of Nashville and instantly share a mutual attraction. Raised Jewish in New England by her wealthy, controlling father who holds her in
contempt, Alex learned to comply with any request to keep the peace, even agreeing to marry his ideal candidate for her husband. Georgia
construction empire scion Jon accepted a long-term project in Nashville, intending to spend solitary time healing. Very much the prodigal, he
realized how far he’s strayed off the path of his traditional Christian upbringing, and worked to repair his relationship with God before
returning home to mend fences with his family. That night, Alex decides to take control of her life while, simultaneously, a horrific news story
sends Jon back into a tailspin. After instructing the waitress to keep the drinks coming, they both make bad decisions that result in permanent
consequences. Back home, when Alex stands up to her father, he pulls her trust fund, closes her accounts, applies influence with her
employers, and evicts her. Alone, pregnant, and cut off, she can do nothing more than journey to Atlanta, hoping Jon can help. When Alex
discovers Jon is not the blue-collar construction worker she assumed, she feels betrayed. However, his family’s zest for life, love for Christ,
and deep respect for each other show her how much was missing from the life she knew. She soon falls in love with Jon, but doesn’t think
he’ll believe her. Jon knows he’s fallen for Alex but doesn’t know how to convey the depth of his feelings. Arriving at a mutual
understanding of faith while looking through very different worldviews, they cling to each other, uniting as one, and learn to connect with God.
But will family strife and all their baggage destroy their marriage before it even gets off the ground? ******************* bridgeman, christian,
christian drama, christian family drama, christian fiction, christian love story, christian mystery, christian romance, christian romantic mystery,
christian romantic suspense, christian romantic thriller, christian suspense, christian thriller, contemporary, contemporary christian,
contemporary christian fiction, contemporary christian romance, contemporary christian suspense, contemporary drama, contemporary
inspirational fiction, contemporary inspirational romance, contemporary inspirational suspense, contemporary love story, contemporary
suspense, drama, dramatic christian, dramatic christian fiction, dramatic christian romance, dramatic christian suspense, dramatic
inspirational fiction, dramatic inspirational romance, dramatic inspirational suspense, dramatic love story, dramatic suspense, edgy christian
fiction, edgy christian romance, edgy inspirational fiction, edgy inspirational romance, fiction, God, hailey bridgeman, haley bridgeman, halle
bridgeman, hallee bridgeman, Holy Spirit, inspirational, inspirational christian fiction, inspirational fiction, inspirational romance, inspirational
suspense, Jesus, love, love story, olivia kimbrell press, romance, romantic christian, romantic christian fiction, romantic christian romance,
romantic christian suspense, romantic drama, romantic inspirational fiction, romantic inspirational suspense, romantic inspirational thriller,
romantic love story, romantic suspense, romantic themes, suspenseful drama, traditional love story, traditional romance, triplet brother, sexy
hero, handsome hero, millionaire billionaire, contractor, atlanta, georiga, billionaire, trust fund, atlanta Georgia, mental abuse, abusive father,
one night stand, black sheep of the family, missionary, mission oriented, control and power, wealth, wealthy family, photographer,
professional photographer, pregnancy, out of wedlock pregnancy, marriage, wedding, messianic Christians, messianic jews, Judaism, jewish
princess, lies and deceit, forgiveness, salvation
The Third Reich Seeks to Extract the Information She Alone Knows MARIE GILBERT and her elder brother flee from Vichy France after the
Gestapo arrest her father for suspicion of aiding Jewish children to escape the oncoming fascist front. Once in London, Marie is recruited into
an experimental all female cohort dubbed the Virtues, a collection of seven extraordinary women with highly specialized skills. Known only by
her code name, TEMPERANCE, she is trained to operate a wireless radio and returns to her beloved France. With a new identity, Marie
clandestinely communicates vital intelligence directly back to Headquarters but unwillingly attracts the attention and apparent adoration of a
handsome but ruthless Nazi officer, Oberleutnant LEOPOLD SCHÄFER. As the H-hour to execute their daring mission draws ever closer,
Marie plays a deadly game of cat-and-mouse with the unrelenting and merciless young Lieutenant Schäfer and the Nazi soldiers under his
command. TEMPERANCE’S TRIAL is part one of eight serialized novellas entitled the Virtues and Valor series. Seven valorous women —
different nationalities, ethnicities, and social backgrounds — come together as a team called the Virtues. In 1941 Great Britain a special war
department assembles an experimental and exclusively female cohort of combat operatives. Four willing spies, a wireless radio operator, an
ingenious code breaker, and a fearless pilot are each hand-picked, recruited, and trained to initiate a daring mission in Occupied France. As
plans are laid to engineer the largest prison break of Allied POWs in history, the Nazis capture the Virtues’ radio operator. It will take the
cohesive teamwork of the rest of the women to save her life before Berlin breaks her and brings the force of the Third Reich to bear. Some
find love, some find vengeance, and some discover the kind of strength that lives in the human heart when all they can do is rely on each
other and their shared belief. Courage, faith, and valor intersect but, in the end, one pays the ultimate price. Introducing the Virtues and Valor
series by Hallee Bridgeman. Eight serialized novellas, each inspired by real people and actual events, reveal the incredible story of amazing
heroines facing the ultimate test of bravery. *********************** the virtues in valor series, virtues in valor, world war ii, bridgeman, christian,
christian fiction, christian romance, contemporary, contemporary christian fiction, contemporary christian romance, contemporary inspirational
fiction, contemporary inspirational romance, edgy christian fiction, edgy christian romance, edgy inspirational fiction, edgy inspirational
romance, fiction, hailey bridgeman, haley bridgeman, halle bridgeman, hallee bridgeman, inspirational, inspirational christian fiction,
inspirational fiction, inspirational romance, olivia kimbrell press, Historical Fiction Time Periods, Military & War, Romance, Romantic Heroes,
Romantic Themes, Inspirational, Military, Politicans, Spies, International, General, navy, army, soldier, politician, Mystery, Thriller & Suspense
Characters, Mystery, Thriller & Suspense, Mystery, Thriller & Suspense Moods, Mystery, Thriller & Suspense Settings, Female Protagonists,
Mystery, Small Towns, Suspense, Thrillers, Literary Fiction Themes, Women's Fiction Themes, 20th Century, Friendship, Love Stories,
Religion, love, religious, spiritual, career, Religion & Spirituality, Christian Books & Bibles, Spirituality, Christian Fiction, Christian Living,
Women, Music, woman, Family, Women's Inspirational, inspire, inspires, inspiration, christian, Hymns, christians, christianity, man, men,
Romantic, Thriller, God, Jesus, Holy Spirit, sprititual, invasion, traditional romance, europe, axis, allies, nazi, fascist, fascism, hitler, occupied
france, france, germany, england, london, paris, berlin, agents, secret agents, valor, virtues, bravery, oss, wwii, world war ii, world war 2,
heroines, courage, intelligence, spy, espionage, holocaust, war in europe, agent provocateur, temperance, hope, charity, prudence, grace,
mercy, faith, lust, chastity, purity, gluttony, self-restraint, greed, giving, sloth, diligence, wrath, forgiveness, composure, envy, kindness, pride,
humility, humbleness, war, warfare, secret war, blitzkrieg, combat, soldiers, prison, interrogation, torture, disguise, subterfuge, deception,
Louis Zamperini, Corrie ten Boom, Anne Frank, Bodie Thoene, Brock Thoene, Tricia Goyer, Don Brown, Sarah Sundin, Stephen Ambrose,
Unbroken, The Imitation Game, The Hiding Place, Diary of Anne Frank, Alan Turing,
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Inspired by the Jewel Series and Virtues and Valor seriesFaith Green spends her career as a pilot honoring her grandmother's heroic efforts
during World War II. When she's invited to participate in a Christmas time air show in the Florida Keys, she thinks it will be exciting to fly
somewhere warm and sunny instead of her cold and wintery London home. But on her first day, she encounters a lifeless body washed up
onto the beach.TJ Viscolli is the eldest child and only son of a wealthy and powerful corporate mogul but instead of modern business his
interests lie in history. Months away from a Ph.D., he has an accident windsurfing at his Key West home. When he is resuscitated by a
beautiful women, at first he thinks that a Christmas angel has come to save him.The couple share the common bond of a love of history and
romance blossoms. But an accident during the Christmas Eve air show threatens their hope of a life spent together. Will God provide a
Christmas miracle, or will the future look cold and dark like a winter night?
Gwen's life has been a rollercoaster since she discovered she was the Ruby, the final member of the secret time-traveling Circle of Twelve. In
between searching through history for the other time-travelers and asking for a bit of their blood (gross!), she's been trying to figure out what
all the mysteries and prophecies surrounding the Circle really mean. At least Gwen has plenty of help. Her best friend Lesley follows every
lead diligently on the Internet. James the ghost teaches Gwen how to fit in at an eighteenth century party. And Xemerius, the gargoyle demon
who has been following Gwen since he caught her kissing Gideon in a church, offers advice on everything. Oh, yes. And of course there is
Gideon, the Diamond. One minute he's very warm indeed; the next he's freezing cold. Gwen's not sure what's going on there, but she's pretty
much destined to find out.
Three half-sisters, Robin, Maxine, and Sarah, share one nightmarish past. With the world and the scars of the past against them, can the
three of them find love and learn to live a life of faith? Hallee Bridgeman's critically acclaimed Christian anthology, together in one book for
the first time. Sapphire Ice, the new novella Greater Than Rubies, Emerald Fire, and Topaz Heat. All uncut and unabridged. [Sapphire Ice]
Robin's heart is as cold as her deep blue eyes. After a terrifying childhood, she trusts neither God nor men. With kindness and faith, Tony
prays for the opportunity to shatter the wall of ice around her heart. [Greater Than Rubies] Robin plans a dream-come-true wedding. Anxiety
arises when she starts to realize the magnitude of change marriage will involve. Forgotten nightmares resurface reminding Robin of the
horrors of her past. She gives in to her insecurities and cancels Boston's "Royal Wedding." With God's guidance, will her bridegroom
convince her of her true worth? [Emerald Fire] Green eyed Maxine fights daily to extinguish the embers of her fiery youth. Barry's faith in God
is deeply shaken when he is suddenly widowed. Only trusting God can carry them through the fire. [Topaz Heat] Honey eyed Sarah
remembers absolutely nothing from her bloodcurdling younger years. Derrick fled a young life of crime to become a billionaire's successful
protege. After years of ignoring the heat between them they surrender to love, but must truly live their faith to see them through.
This is the complete story of Robin Bartlett, the eldest of the three half-sisters readers around the world have come to know and love and
Antonio "Tony" Viscolli, the man she is destined to marry. Sapphire Ice is a story of redemption and transformation that ultimately leads to a
love that will span all eternity. Robin's heart is as ice cold as her sapphire blue eyes. After a terrifying childhood, she trusts neither God nor
men. With kindness and faith, Tony Viscolli prays for the opportunity to shatter the wall of ice around her heart. What is a good wife worth? In
Greater Than Rubies, Robin plans a dream-come-true wedding. Anxiety arises when she starts to realize the magnitude of change marriage
will involve. Forgotten nightmares resurface reminding Robin of the horrors of her past. She gives in to her insecurities and cancels Boston's
"Royal Wedding." With God's guidance, will her bridegroom convince her of her true worth? Sapphire Ice, the complete contemporary
Christian romance novel and Book 1 of the critically acclaimed Jewel Trilogy, is bundled with the novella inspired by the Jewels -- Greater
Than Rubies -- for the first time ever
Fall in love with the beautiful Jewel Island this summer, where the sapphire sea sparkles, the golden sun warms your skin and the islanders
melt your heart. From the bestselling author of The Little Village of Happiness comes Holly Martin's most romantic novel yet. Aria Philips has
lived on Jewel Island all of her life. Even when her sisters Clover and Skye left its stunning shores for bigger and better things, Aria stayed to
help her father run their family hotel. A year after her father's death Aria's done everything she can to keep things afloat but the hotel has long
been struggling to make a profit. With so few guests Aria risks losing the only home she's ever had. Noah Campbell earned his fortune from
making hotels a success, and he also just happens to be staying on Jewel Island this summer. Could he be the answer to Aria's problems? If
only he hadn't kissed her under the willow tree the year before and never called her again. It had been the most incredible kiss of her life, but
clearly business and pleasure should never be mixed. As gorgeous and charming as Noah may be, Aria vows to keep things professional
while she seeks his help. But for the past year Noah has been keeping a secret and his return to Jewel Island is about to change Aria's life
forever... Soak up the sun in Sapphire Bay with this feel-good novel you won't be able to put down. An unforgettable summer romance perfect
for fans of Debbie Johnson, Sarah Morgan and Jill Mansell

Just one little date can’t hurt anything, right? Ever since the sixth grade, Daisy Ruiz loved Ken Dixon from afar and spent
her entire youth pining for him. Ken, the youngest of identical triplet brothers, never even noticed her crush. Today, Daisy
lives her life serving her loved ones and her family’s ministry, Gálatas Seis, where she acts as Executive Director. As the
daughter of a youth pastor, she understands the importance of ministry and teaches a women’s Bible study. The sudden
discovery that she’s pregnant—and her baby’s lying married father wants nothing more to do with her or the
baby—threatens her ministry and her entire reputation. Solemn, sober, solitary, and silent, Ken grew up in a missionminded family and consistently seeks ways to serve society in the name of the Savior. He goes to Gálatas Seis with an
offer to aid a family in need and recognizes his former youth pastor’s daughter leading the organization. While shocked
at the chance meeting, the instant attraction he feels surprises him even more. When Ken asks her out on a date, Daisy
realizes her childhood dreams have literally come true after all this time. Even though she just found out she is pregnant,
Daisy tells herself that just one little date won’t hurt anything. But when they go out again and again, she soon finds
herself in a full-blown relationship with hearts on the line. She can’t keep her secret much longer. Does she tell Ken
about the baby? Can Ken love her baby, too? Or will he abandon her like the baby’s father did? Daisy has a decision to
make. *************** bridgeman, christian, christian drama, christian family drama, christian fiction, christian love story,
christian mystery, christian romance, christian romantic mystery, christian romantic suspense, christian romantic thriller,
christian suspense, christian thriller, contemporary, contemporary christian, contemporary christian fiction, contemporary
christian romance, contemporary christian suspense, contemporary drama, contemporary inspirational fiction,
contemporary inspirational romance, contemporary inspirational suspense, contemporary love story, contemporary
suspense, drama, dramatic christian, dramatic christian fiction, dramatic christian romance, dramatic christian suspense,
dramatic inspirational fiction, dramatic inspirational romance, dramatic inspirational suspense, dramatic love story,
dramatic suspense, edgy christian fiction, edgy christian romance, edgy inspirational fiction, edgy inspirational romance,
fiction, God, hailey bridgeman, haley bridgeman, halle bridgeman, hallee bridgeman, Holy Spirit, inspirational,
inspirational christian fiction, inspirational fiction, inspirational romance, inspirational suspense, Jesus, love, love story,
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olivia kimbrell press, romance, romantic christian, romantic christian fiction, romantic christian romance, romantic
christian suspense, romantic drama, romantic inspirational fiction, romantic inspirational suspense, romantic inspirational
thriller, romantic love story, romantic suspense, romantic themes, suspenseful drama, traditional love story, traditional
romance, triplet brother, sexy hero, handsome hero, millionaire billionaire, contractor, atlanta, georiga, billionaire, atlanta
Georgia, pastors daughter, pregnancy, surprise pregnancy, dangerous pregnancy, near death childbirth, acceptance,
abortion, mission, ministry, attorney, lawyer, strong silent type, secrets and lies, ministering to the poor, ministry for the
poor, building houses for the poor, charity, strong family, family bonds, acceptance
Beautiful and vivacious Maxine Bartlett finally finds a love that will release her from the prison of her terrifying past. But,
will her new husband's mistrust of God stand in the way of their happily ever after? A terrifying past imprisoned Maxine
Bartlett all her adult life, shackling her with fear anytime a man even touched her. In a spontaneous weekend, she
unintentionally elopes with an unlikely groom. After a magical wedding night filled with love and passion, "Maxi" finally
discards her dreadful chains. She doesn't know that her new husband has turned his back on God. Worried over how the
world might see the completely unexpected -- and some would certainly say inappropriate -- marriage, in his pride he
promises Maxine a quiet annulment. Unwilling to let their marriage disappear as if it never happened, Maxine refuses to
cooperate. Seeking God's will, she moves in with him and informs him that when he decides to act like her husband
again, he will find his loving wife waiting for him right there in their home. As the days stretch into weeks, the newlyweds
slowly begin to trust and even love each other. Then, just as they begin to live the "happily ever after" love story that
neither of them ever dreamed could come true, a sudden and nightmarish catastrophe strikes that could wreck
everything. Will her husband realize that he must trust God once more? Can he find peace and strength enough to carry
them through the flames?
New York Times bestselling author Anne Bishop’s Black Jewels novels have enthralled readers and critics alike. Now, in
Twilight’s Dawn, she returns to the Blood realm with four captivating novellas... WINSOL GIFTS Daemon is settling into
his first year of married life with his Witch Queen Jaenelle. But as the celebration of Winsol draws near, he finds himself
pulled in multiple directions playing host to his formidable family. SHADES OF HONOR When wounded Surreal returns
to Ebon Rih, her former lover Falonar ruthlessly challenges the rule of her family, testing Surreal’s resolve not to
succumb to the darkness burning inside her. FAMILY When someone lays a vicious trap for Queen Sylvia and her sons,
the ruling family of Dhemlan must uncover the identity of a vicious warlord before he returns to finish what he started.
THE HIGH LORD'S DAUGHTER After losing two important people in his life, Daemon has built a wall around his heart.
But when he inadvertently forges a new connection, will it be enough to free him from his loveless existence?
Escape to the beautiful Jewel Island this summer, where the sea sparkles, the golden sun warms your skin and the
islanders melt your heart. From the bestselling author of Sunrise over Sapphire Bay comes Holly Martin's most romantic
novel yet
A2 Film Studies: The Essential Introduction gives students the confidence to tackle every part of the WJEC A2 Level Film
Studies course. The authors, who have wide ranging experience as teachers, examiners and authors, introduce students
step by step, to the skills involved in the study of film. The second edition has been re-designed and re-written to follow
the new WJEC A2 syllabus for 2009 teaching onwards and is supported by a companion website at
www.alevelfilmstudies.co.uk offering further advice and activities. There is a chapter for each exam topic including: The
small scale research project The creative project Aspects of a national cinema - Bollywood; Iranian; Japanese; and
Mexican International Film Styles - German and/or Soviet; Surrealism; Neo-Realism; and New Waves Specialist studies Urban Stories; and Empowering Women Spectatorship topics - Early cinema before 1917; Documentary; Experimental
and expanded film/video; and Popular film and emotional responses The single film critical study - every film covered
Specifically designed to be user friendly, the second edition of A2 Film Studies: The Essential Introduction has a new text
design to make the book easy to follow, includes more than sixty colour images and is packed with features such as:
case studies relevant to the 2009 specification activities on films like All About My Mother, 10, Vertigo and City of God
key terms example exam questions suggestions for further reading and website resources. Matched to the current WJEC
specification, A2 Film Studies: The Essential Introduction covers everything students need to study as part of the course.
Three half-sisters, Robin, Maxine, and Sarah, share one nightmarish past. With the world and the scars of the past
against them, can the three of them find love and learn to live a life of faith?Hallee Bridgeman's critically acclaimed
Christian anthology, together in one book for the first time. Sapphire Ice, the novella Greater Than Rubies, Emerald Fire,
and Topaz Heat. All works complete, uncut, and unabridged.
Aria Suarez uncovers a nuclear plot that threatens the heart of our very nation. Sinister forces surround and threaten her
when, out of nowhere, the man who reportedly died so many years before returns as if from the grave - intent on
protecting her. Has God finally joined them together? Or is Aria doomed to mourn Nick Williams twice? Raised in a loving
home, Aria Suarez dreamed of becoming a professional pianist happily married to her high school crush. After the only
boy who ever caught her eye dies a hero's death and her wrist is shattered along with her future plans, she turns her
brilliant musical mind to nuclear engineering and solving mysteries of science. Abandoned to an abusive father at five,
Nick Williams grew up dreaming of escape; of enlisting in the Army and leaving his wretched life behind; of proving
himself worthy of the girl he loves. But the crucible of combat offers only the escape of death. A decade later, Aria
uncovers a nuclear plot that threatens the heart of our very nation. Sinister forces surround and threaten her when, out of
nowhere, the man who reportedly died so many years before returns as if from the grave --- intent on protecting her. Has
God finally joined them together? Or is Aria doomed to mourn Nick twice?
LEOPOLD SCHäFER, the only child of Major Charlene Radden and former spy, Karl Schäfer has trained his enter life for
this moment in time. An American spy undercover in a Nazi uniform operating under the codename VALOR, he receives
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a promotion to Oberleutnant and a new duty assignment in charge of the prisoners in Occupied France’s Valeurville
prison. In the wake of Marie Perrin, codename Temperance’s arrest, Leo must handle the situation with the utmost
caution. On one hand, every instinct in his heroic mind screams to protect the beautiful wireless operator from the hands
of the Nazis. On the other, he cannot risk compromising his cover. It takes quick thinking and not a small amount of
prayer to shield her from the harsh interrogation tactics of the Schutzstaffel trained interrogator. While he personally sees
to her health and safety, he realizes that more than his cover is at risk as his feelings for the beautiful spy grow. As her
situation grows more grave, he must focus on the bigger picture and the whole mission and make the hardest decision of
his life. Can he protect her without blowing his own cover, or will he place his own life in danger to keep her safe?
VALOR’S VIGIL is the exciting conclusion to the eight serialized novellas entitled the Virtues and Valor series. Seven
valorous women — different nationalities, ethnicities, and social backgrounds — come together as a team called the
Virtues. In 1941 Great Britain a special war department assembles an experimental and exclusively female cohort of
combat operatives. Four willing spies, a wireless radio operator, an ingenious code breaker, and a fearless pilot are each
hand-picked, recruited, and trained to initiate a daring mission in Occupied France. As plans are laid to engineer the
largest prison break of Allied POWs in history, the Nazis capture the Virtues’ radio operator. It will take the cohesive
teamwork of the rest of the women to save her life before Berlin breaks her and brings the force of the Third Reich to
bear. Some find love, some find vengeance, and some discover the kind of strength that lives in the human heart when
all they can do is rely on each other and their shared belief. Courage, faith, and valor intersect but, in the end, one pays
the ultimate price. CONCLUDING the Virtues and Valor series by Hallee Bridgeman. Eight serialized novellas, each
inspired by real people and actual events, reveal the incredible story of amazing heroines facing the ultimate test of
bravery. **************** the virtues in valor series, virtues in valor, world war ii, bridgeman, christian, christian fiction,
christian romance, contemporary, contemporary christian fiction, contemporary christian romance, contemporary
inspirational fiction, contemporary inspirational romance, edgy christian fiction, edgy christian romance, edgy inspirational
fiction, edgy inspirational romance, fiction, hailey bridgeman, haley bridgeman, halle bridgeman, hallee bridgeman,
inspirational, inspirational christian fiction, inspirational fiction, inspirational romance, olivia kimbrell press, Historical
Fiction Time Periods, Military & War, Romance, Romantic Heroes, Romantic Themes, Inspirational, Military, Politicans,
Spies, International, General, navy, army, soldier, politician, Mystery, Thriller & Suspense Characters, Mystery, Thriller &
Suspense, Mystery, Thriller & Suspense Moods, Mystery, Thriller & Suspense Settings, Female Protagonists, Mystery,
Small Towns, Suspense, Thrillers, Literary Fiction Themes, Women's Fiction Themes, 20th Century, Friendship, Love
Stories, Religion, love, religious, spiritual, career, Religion & Spirituality, Christian Books & Bibles, Spirituality, Christian
Fiction, Christian Living, Women, Music, woman, Family, Women's Inspirational, inspire, inspires, inspiration, christian,
Hymns, christians, christianity, man, men, Romantic, Thriller, God, Jesus, Holy Spirit, sprititual, invasion, traditional
romance, europe, axis, allies, nazi, fascist, fascism, hitler, occupied france, france, germany, england, london, paris,
berlin, agents, secret agents, valor, virtues, bravery, oss, wwii, world war ii, world war 2, heroines, courage, intelligence,
spy, espionage, holocaust, war in europe, agent provocateur, temperance, hope, charity, prudence, grace, mercy, faith,
lust, chastity, purity, gluttony, self-restraint, greed, giving, sloth, diligence, wrath, forgiveness, composure, envy,
kindness, pride, humility, humbleness, war, warfare, secret war, blitzkrieg, combat, soldiers, prison, interrogation, torture,
disguise, subterfuge, deception, Louis Zamperini, Corrie ten Boom, Anne Frank, Bodie Thoene, Brock Thoene, Tricia
Goyer, Don Brown, Sarah Sundin, Stephen Ambrose, Unbroken, The Imitation Game, The Hiding Place, Diary of Anne
Frank, Alan Turing,
A terrifying past imprisoned Maxine Bartlett all her adult life, shackling her with fear anytime a man even touched her. In a
spontaneous weekend, she unintentionally elopes with an unlikely groom. After a magical wedding night filled with love
and passion, ""Maxi"" finally discards her dreadful chains. She doesn't know that her new husband has turned his back
on God. Worried over how the world might see the completely unexpected - and some would certainly say inappropriate marriage, in his pride he promises Maxine a quiet annulment. Unwilling to let their marriage disappear as if it never
happened, Maxine refuses to cooperate. Seeking God's will, she moves in with him and informs him that when he
decides to act like her husband again, he will find his loving wife waiting for him right there in their home. As the days
stretch into weeks, the newlyweds slowly begin to trust and even love each other. Then, just as they begin to live the
""happily ever after"" love story that neither of them ever dreamed could come true, a sudden and nightmarish
catastrophe strikes that could wreck everything. Will her husband realize that he must trust God once more? Can he find
peace and strength enough to carry them through the flames?
Return to the regency countryside for a summer fling that will melt your heart in the brand-new novel in Heather Boyd’s
Saints and Sinners series. Jaded by the experience of dodging fortune hunters during her first season, Lady Jessica
Westfall returns home to the estate she loves expecting peace…until the biggest fortune hunter of all follows her from
London. To keep Lord James at bay, Jessica enlists the aid of her neighbor, Gideon. As her lifelong friend, Giddy can be
trusted to help thwart James’ pursuit, while also satisfying Jessica’s budding interest in things of an intimate
nature…things like the kisses she’d missed out on during her season. Gideon Whitfield’s quiet bachelorhood is
interrupted by the arrival of a marriage-minded widow to the nearby village, with her sights set on him as her savior. But
the greater threat to his peace proves to be his dear friend’s daughter, Lady Jessica Westfall. Gideon has always adored
Jessica, and had expected the headstrong beauty to marry well in her first season. When she comes to him for help
avoiding the unwanted advances of a fortune hunter, and also lessons in love—he may prove utterly incapable of helping
her while guarding his own heart in the process. Saints and Sinners series: Book 1: The Duke and I (Nicolas and Gillian)
Book 2: A Gentleman’s Vow (Gideon and Jessica) Book 3: An Earl of Her Own (Adam and Rebecca) Book 4: The Lady
Tamed
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He was everything she wasn't looking for ... Finding a naked rock star in my bed was not how I saw my new life starting.
Especially when that rock star is Evan Wyld, guitarist of the hottest band on the planet, Dirty Texas. He looks dirty as sin
with colorful tattoos, muscles and piercings in all the right places. Summer is about to heat up as I join Dirty Texas on
their European tour. She was everything he wasn't ready for... Sienna Hayes is off limits, but ever since the blonde
bombshell accidentally climbed into my bed, I've been fantasizing about the ways I could help her get over her ex. She
has baggage, but I'm known for being a good time. Maybe I can be her rebound, help put her back together again. One
little taste can't hurt; can it?"
The men in unbeliever Robin Bartlett's life have only ever been users. Believer Tony Viscolli's arrival and relentless
interest in Robin both infuriates and intrigues her.
From the moment Derrick meets Sarah he knows there is no one else for him. Derek is a poor tough street kid made into
a billionaire's protg and groomed for wealth and success. Sarah sees only an unshaven tough kid covered with tattoos.
She shuts down every advance. A decade later, will Sarah finally set aside her prejudices and open her heart to true
love? The very moment Derrick meets Sarah, he realizes he has a reason to live. Sarah sees only an unshaven tough kid
covered with tattoos and shuts down every advance. Sarah Thomas has no memory of her broken young life leading up
to the tragic murder of her mother. Her memory begins the morning she wakes in the home of her loving adoptive
parents. She doesn't even know her sisters exist until her 15th year. She learns to love her siblings, but always feels a
little out of place in their presence. A benevolent billionaire offers Derrick DiNunzio a home and an education. Fresh off
the streets and rescued from a criminal future, Derrick sheds his old life. He trades his ripped leather jacket for silk suits;
dealing drugs for mentoring "at risk" youth; lock picking and back door jobs for the rigors of mountain climbing and hotel
management. Sarah cannot seem to see beyond the past Derrick left behind ... until one day she does. When they finally
come together, an indictment threatens their future. Now the heat is on. Will Sarah finally set aside her prejudices and
open her heart to true love or will the long forgotten past tear them apart forever?
Lanie Owens has just survived a horrific attack by a stalker. Her grandfather, a retired army colonel, drives her to a resort
in Maine where she can heal in peace while the authorities track down the man who almost killed her. To Lanie's dismay,
he hires a bodyguard to protect her. Lanie's nightmares are debilitating, but giving up control of her life is unacceptable.
Army Ranger Matt Saunders knows all about nightmares. He's spent the last year recovering from an injury he sustained
during his last tour and the hellish events that caused it. Anxious to prove that he is fit to go back overseas, he accepts
the bodyguard job. The resort is everything they imagined - tranquil,safe, and a place to heal. Gradually, they open up to
each other and realize they have a lot in common - except their future plans. When a resort video goes viral, Lanie's
stalker knows just where to find her. Can they battle their personal demons in time to come together to fight the very real
threat coming to destroy her?
MADELINE VISCOLLI finds herself on the Gulf shores of Alabama, where she takes part in a graduate program to earn
her MBA. On her first day there, she meets JOE WESTCOTT, team leader for a campus ministry. Despite a mutual
attraction, Joe's personal rule of no romance with any student keeps any kind of deep relationship from developing.Joe
has no desire to have a relationship with anyone, ever, anyway. He left a life of luxury and his family's business behind to
live alone on a sailboat and serve in ministry. Then Madeline walks into the auditorium the week school starts and Joe
suspects his personal rules might not apply to this graduate student.That is, until he discovers Madeline is one of the
Viscollis, and that her destiny lay in running her father's massive corporation. Having rejected wealth and all its trappings
since childhood, Joe finds himself falling for the vivacious sapphire-eyed beauty. Madeline knows she loves Joe, but is
not willing to throw away her destiny of taking over at the helm of Viscolli Enterprises.A Christmas Eve funeral washes all
Joe's plans away. Will their love succomb to the rising tide caused by their differences in lifestyles, or will raging seas
calm and allow them to sail off into the sunset?
The men in ROBIN'S life have never been anything but pushers and users. TONY'S intrusion into her exhausted world
both infuriates and intrigues her. Does Tony have a chance to break through the wall of ice Robin built around her heart?
Fifty Shades of Gravy "a Christian Gets Saucy!" is a cookbook wrapped in a parody surrounded by a comedy with a
tongue firmly inserted into a cheek – but the recipes are deadly serious and may leave readers licking the gravy boat.
Hallee Bridgeman, A.K.A. "Hallee the Homemaker" rides the gravy train to triumph and hilarity with her premiere
cookbook, revealing the secrets of the penultimate comfort food – gravy. Fifty Shades of Gravy "a Christian Gets Saucy!"
is a cookbook wrapped in a parody surrounded by a comedy with a tongue firmly inserted into a cheek – but the recipes
are deadly serious and may leave readers licking the gravy boat. Her famous whole food, real food recipes bathe in
luxuriant liquid comfort with recipes that are sure to captivate and enslave any audience. Hallee starts with stocks and
broths and then explores every shade of gravy you can whip up. Some recipes are entire meals and some are simple
sauces while still others are gravies served alongside a traditional holiday feast. There are meaty gravies, comfort food
gravies, vegan gravies, gluten-free gravies, and even chocolate gravies! For any gravy question you were too ashamed
to ask, this saucy Christian shares the answer
Subject: Chief Warrant Officer Hunter Cross Mission: Keep Margaret Barlow distracted…using any means necessary!
Ranger Hunter Cross is the army poster child—excitement, danger and no strings in sight. And he's been in town exactly
three hours before a curvy blonde named Maggie flashes him a look that says "You belong in my bed." It's a night of
wicked satisfaction. And it's a night they can never repeat…. All Professor Maggie Barlow wanted was orgasm—or three—
from the dead-sexy Ranger. Having him as her official army liaison while she works on her new book? That wasn't in the
plan. Especially when she learns that Hunter has orders to "control" her. Little does the army know that when it comes to
their deliciously naughty nighttime activities, Hunter is at Maggie's complete command…. Uniformly Hot! The Few. The
Proud. The Sexy as Hell.
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Broken and battered, Valerie comes home and finds a lifetime of love waiting for her. Valerie Flynn grew up with the
Dixon brothers, never differentiating one more than the other. When she leaves for college, she puts Atlanta and her
childhood behind her, ready to make a life for herself somewhere else. An abusive relationship almost destroys her
physically and emotionally, and manages to wipe out her relationship with God. Since boyhood days, Brad Dixon has
always carried a flame for Valerie Her engagement to another man shattered his dreams. When she comes home,
battered and bruised, recovering from a nearly fatal relationship, he prays God will use him to help her heal. Valerie
returns to Atlanta seeking a fresh start, but she finds herself in a strange place. Not only is Brad now her boss, she starts
to develop feelings for him. Is it possible she can overcome the past and open herself up to another relationship, or did
the damage done to her body and soul permanently take away any chance of happiness and love? ******************
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It is an Age of Legends. Under the watchful eye of the Giants, the kingdoms of Men rose to power. Now, the Giant-King
has slain the last of the Serpents and ushered in an era of untold peace and prosperity. Where a fire-blackened desert
once stood, golden cities flourish in verdant fields. It is an Age of Heroes. But the realms of Man face a new threat-- an
ancient sorcerer slaughters the rightful King of Yaskatha before the unbelieving eyes of his son, young Prince D'zan.
With the Giant-King lost to a mysterious doom, it seems that no one has the power to stop the coming storm. It is an Age
of War. The fugitive Prince seeks allies across the realms of Men and Giants to liberate his father's stolen kingdom. Six
foreign Princes are tied to his fate. Only one thing is certain: War is coming. SEVEN PRINCES. Some will seek glory.
Some will seek vengeance. All will be legends.
To Robin Bartlett, men were nothing more than violent users. After a hair-raising childhood, Robin and her two younger
half sisters battled simply to survive. Determined to give her sisters a very different life from that of their mother; to never
have to rely on a man for anything, she worked two jobs and put them both through college, while accepting help from no
one. Her heart had turned to ice and she had no use for men or God. Antonio "Tony" Viscolli had grown up on the
streets, homeless. At seventeen, he entered a downtown church with the intent of casing it, but found himself on his
knees at the altar. Lovingly fostered by the youth minister, Tony learned about God. Striking out on his own, he let God
lead him to eventually become a very successful businessman. In a fallen world, Tony was a gem. When he bought the
restaurant where Robin bartended, she immediately resented his intrusion into her well ordered, but exhausting, life. She
suspected his special attention and constant kindness came with expectations of something from her in return, something
she wasn't willing to give. Tony knew God had led him to Robin. Would she ever allow herself to trust him? Could she
ever allow herself to trust God? Or would the winter of their tragic youths rise from the shadows of the past and freeze
any chance at happiness?
HARMONY and STEVE draw closer and spiritual war wages when heaven meets hell. Christian contemporary singing
sensation, daughter of Christian radio and media family counselor icons, HARMONY HARPER, has spent her entire life
serving God. From teen sensation to celebrated adult Christian contemporary music artist, she regularly plays sold-out
concerts everywhere she goes. Nearing thirty, and nearing burnout, Harmony heads to her mountain cabin hideaway to
commune with Christ and compose some new music. Hard rocker STEVE SLAYER faces an ultimatum: keep rocking life
the hard way and watch his organs fail due to addictions, or, sober up – for real this time – and live. Hiding out in the
mountains of Oregon, he spends weeks detoxing. Finally strong enough to venture into town, he comes face to face with
Harmony. Over the next several weeks, the two become unlikely friends as Steve learns to love and trust God, and
mutual attraction surprises them both. Once news of their budding romance reaches the world, no one is happy. Not her
people – not his people. Then letters written in blood start arriving. An attack on a concert threatens more than just their
lives. Harmony and Steve realize the threats might just be real. Can Harmony and Steve discover who wants to destroy
them, or will the enemy bring their house down in a dissonance that strikes at their very souls?
Can Ian and Calla find love together, or will the secret she is keeping rip them apart? CALLA VAUGHN has spent the last
three years desperately trying to get her life in order so that she can go back to culinary school. No matter how hard she
works, though, she feels like she is just treading water and can't see any way out of the hole dug for her by a con artist
who stole her identity. When flowers she sends to her best friend with a dinner invitation accidentally get delivered to IAN
JONES, she decides to cook him the best meal he's ever had. By the time she admits that the flowers were never for
him, he is as convinced as she is that God orchestrated the mistake in the first place. All that's left is to tell him the dark
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secret about her father's widow. She waits a little too long, though, and is carted off to jail for questioning on felony
charges before she gets a chance. Will Ian understand her situation, or will the deception surrounding Calla destroy any
trust he has in her? ******************* bridgeman, christian, christian drama, christian family drama, christian fiction,
christian love story, christian mystery, christian romance, christian romantic mystery, christian romantic suspense,
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inspirational fiction, contemporary inspirational romance, contemporary inspirational suspense, contemporary love story,
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christian suspense, dramatic inspirational fiction, dramatic inspirational romance, dramatic inspirational suspense,
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inspirational romance, fiction, God, hailey bridgeman, haley bridgeman, halle bridgeman, hallee bridgeman, Holy Spirit,
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Landed Kentucky family over four generations in conflict with its inheritance.
The men in Robin's life have never been anything but pushers and users. Tony's intrusion into her exhausted world both infuriates her and
intrigues her. Does Tony have a chance to break through the wall of ice Robin built around her heart? To Robin Bartlett, men were nothing
more than violent users. After a hair-raising childhood, Robin and her two younger half sisters battled simply to survive. Determined to give
her sisters a very different life from that of their mother; to never have to rely on a man for anything, she worked two jobs and put them both
through college, while accepting help from no one. Her heart had turned to ice and she had no use for men or God. Antonio "Tony" Viscolli
had grown up on the streets, homeless. At seventeen, he entered a downtown church with the intent of casing it, but found himself on his
knees at the altar. After being fostered by the youth minister, Tony followed God's leading and eventually became a very successful and
powerful businessman. In a fallen world, he was a gem. When Tony bought the restaurant where Robin bartended, she immediately resented
his intrusion into her well ordered, but exhausting, life. She suspected his offering her special attention and constant kindness was merely his
way of expecting something from her in return, something she wasn't willing to give. Tony knew God had led him to Robin. Would she ever
allow herself to trust him? Could she ever allow herself to trust God? Or would the winter of their tragic youth rise from the shadows of the
past and freeze any chance at happiness?
Robin Bartlett said, "Yes!" Will she say, "I do," when the big day arrives? From his cultured handsome looks to his vast fortune, Antonio
"Tony" Viscolli is every red-blooded American girl's dream match. It doesn't hurt that he completely loves and adores Robin with all his heart
and soul from practically the moment they first meet. Robin comes from a blistering past, struggling and fighting for the survival of herself and
her two younger half-sisters in a cold, cruel world. By the time Tony thaws her heart, she has known hunger, poverty, violence, and want.
Robin never had a chance to dream of a white wedding gown or a prince charming. Instead, her dreams were nightmares dark and clouded
with fear and desperation. For months, Tony courted the blond beauty with the sapphire eyes. He teased Robin and pursued her. He
showered with attention, respect, and charm. He covered her in diamonds, sapphires, and rubies. Tony satisfied every heart's desire. Finally,
Robin came to understand God's love for her as imitated by the unconditional love Tony freely offered. Then, on a sunny Florida beach, Tony
proposed and Robin eagerly said "Yes!" Back in bitter cold Boston, doubts about becoming a billionaire's bride begin to crowd out her hopes
for happiness. Robin worked for tips until just a few months before Tony proposed on that sunny stretch of sand. In fact, she waited his table
less than half a year earlier. Having no experience facing these challenges, Robin struggles to cope feeling the pressures of relocating; of
unreliable transportation; of the never-ending details of the shower, the ceremony, the reception, the honeymoon; of worries that her sisters
will smoothly transition along with her; of changing her name; all while dealing with her father's very serious legal problems. As the date
draws inexorably near and the pressure mounts, Robin begins to grasp the scale of her fiancé's vast material wealth and holdings, the
responsibilities of the virtual empire he commands. She witnesses his generosity when he takes on a young protégé straight from the tough
South Boston streets. Ultimately, Robin questions whether she is truly the girl of Tony's dreams. Is she the woman God has made for him? In
taking her on as a wife, would she act as helpmeet or poison apple? In truly loving Tony, would it be better to bind herself to him for all
eternity or return his freedom? When her nightmares return in full force, they remind Robin of an even deeper and more terrifying prospect.
Will she give in to her insecurities and cancel Boston's "Royal Wedding" for good? Or, with God's guidance, will Tony sacrifice everything to
prove to his beloved Robin her true worth?
Sparhawk, who is in possession of the magical sapphire that can help him save Queen Ehlana, must first dodge the powers of the evil god
Azash
Melody and James lead separate lives of discord until an unexpected meeting brings them to a sinister realization. Unbeknownst to them,
dark forces have directed their lives from the shadows, orchestrating movements that keep them in disharmony. Fire, loss, and bloodshed
can't shake their faith in God to see them through as they face a percussive climax that will leave lives forever changed. Solitary strangers
meet during a stormy stopover. Hours later, their hearts hum a harmonious duet. Melody Mason has the hottest female voice in the country
music scene. But the cheers of throngs of adoring fans mean little in the absence of the handsome stranger who rescued her years before.
Widower James Montgomery has never forgotten her. He prays God can bring her back. Incredible events finally bring them face to face
again. Together at last, they realize the bond between them has miraculously risen to a crescendo, melodiously marrying them like strong
symphonic chords. Uncannily, they learn they share more in common than they could have ever imagined. They know God reunited them for
a purpose. Sinister forces threaten to destroy their new found happiness. The couple must work in close concert, placing all their faith in God
as they solve the deadly mystery that ties their lives inexplicably together. Fire, loss, and bloodshed cannot shake their faith in God to see
them through as they face a percussive climax that leaves hearts and lives forever changed.
Inspired by the Jewel Series and Virtues and Valor series Christmas is a time of miracles. Faith Green and TJ Viscolli share the common
bond of a love of history and romance blossoms. But an accident during the Christmas Eve air show threatens their hope of a life spent
together. Will God provide a Christmas miracle, or will the future look cold and dark like a winter night? Inspired by the Jewel Series and
Virtues and Valor series Faith Green spends her career as a pilot honoring her grandmother's heroic efforts during World War II. When she's
invited to participate in a Christmas time air show in the Florida Keys, she thinks it will be exciting to fly somewhere warm and sunny instead
of her cold and wintery London home. But on her first day, she encounters a lifeless body washed up onto the beach. TJ Viscolli is the eldest
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child and only son of a wealthy and powerful corporate mogul but instead of modern business his interests lie in history. Months away from a
Ph.D., he has an accident windsurfing at his Key West home. When he is resuscitated by a beautiful women, at first he thinks that a
Christmas angel has come to save him. The couple share the common bond of a love of history and romance blossoms. But an accident
during the Christmas Eve air show threatens their hope of a life spent together. Will God provide a Christmas miracle, or will the future look
cold and dark like a winter night?
Rio Games silver medalist and social media darling CORA "JADE" ANDERSON is approached by a popular cell phone company to launch a
flirty but fake media campaign with ice hockey star DAVIS ELLIOTT. When things get off to a rocky start, Cora and Davis both wonder what
they've gotten into and how they'll get through the months until the Korean games. It's not long until things start to warm up between the
athletes and soon this fake romance becomes something much more real. Cora knows just how to work social media and engage her fans,
and as the world watches and interacts with them, their love grows. When Davis is selected for Team USA, the opposition starts. As a Korean
American, he's already facing odds Cora can never comprehend, but he takes his frustration at the racism to the ice and lets the puck take
the beating. Things come to a head just weeks before the games begin. Can Davis and Cora's very public relationship survive the aftermath
of a very public confrontation, or are they going to have to let their love go when the Olympic flame is extinguished at the closing ceremonies?
Christmas is a time of family and tradition, but Joe Westcott has determined to stay alone and single. Madeline Viscolli comes into his life and
causes him to start reevaluating what he considers important. A Christmas Eve funeral brings everything to a crest and Joe and Madeline are
forced to make a choice that will affect their entire future.
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